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Abstract
This paper investigates communication and control in SPMD parallel computations, and
introduces the Events/Threads of control, EIT, model which allows qualitative and quantitative
analysis of parallel execution. The principal component of the EIT model is the characteristic
function yep) which relates the number of events to the number P of threads of control (usually
a processor). Many properties of a computation follow from the behavior of g(P}, such as limits
on the potential speedup. The model includes the effects of reads and writes in communication,
algorithmic blocking, work intensity, etc. It is most appropriate for SPMD (Single Program
Multiple Data) computations that are common in scientific applications. An experiment is
described briefly which relates the tne detailed behavior of a parallel computation, observed
through monitoring, with the high level cnaracterizat.ion provided by the EfT model.
1 Overview
The EfT model describes a parallel computation C as a collection of P threads of control and E
events. Informally a thread of control is an agent capable to perform some work in behalf of C and
an event is an explicit action perform by a thread of control in order to coordinate its activity with
other threads of control. In a wider sense an event is a change of state of a thread of control.
Modeling and analysis of numerical problems which lend themselves to the Same Program
Multiple Data, SPMD, paradigm are the focus of our investigation [11], [12]- Communication
and control latency can strongly influence the performance of these computations and we use the
EfT model to analyze this influence. Informally a SPMD computation is performed whenever all
processing elements, P E's of a parallel machine execute the same program on different data. SPMD
computations lead to a collection of similar threads of control therefore their modeling and analysis
seems an easier task than the analysis of non-homogeneous computations with a large number of
unrelated threads of control.
The EfT model can used for qualitative analysis of a parallel computation C, an analysis based
upon the study of the characteristic function g, which relates the number of events, E, and the
number of threads of control P, E = g(P) of C. An optimal parallel computation with P threads of
·Work supported in par~ by ARO grant DAAG03-86-K-OI06.
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control is a computation characterized by a linear function yep). If g(P) cannot be expressed as a
polynomial then there is little hope that C will ever be performed efficiently. Consider two parallel
computations C1 and C2 with P threads of control which represent two different implementation of
an algorithm A or implementations of two different algorithms AI and A 2 which perform the same
task. If the characteristic functions of CI and C2 are in the relation gl (P) < Y2(P) for PI :$ P ::; P2
then we have a high degree of confidence that CI performs better than C2 in the range PI :$ P ::; P2
for a wide variety of parallel architectures.
Whenever more information about a parallel computation C is available, for example when the
sequence of events occurring in a thread of control can be identified or when the characteristics
of the parallel machine executing C are known then the EIT model is capable of proViding more
accurate assessments about the expected performance of C. A quantitative analysis can only be
carried out if the threads of control exhibit some form of invariance to data dependencies, in other
words if data dependencies can only alter the timing but not the order of events in a thread of
control.
A first type of quantitative analysis is a static analysis. This is an analysis of the mapping from
a directed acyclic graph, V to a parallel computation C. The EIT model is used to determine the
computation and communication workload. The computation workload. can be analyzed at different
levels, e.g., the amount of computation between two consecutive events, the workload per thread
of control, and the total workload. of C. Similarly, communication workload can be characterized
by the amount of data transferred during a single event, the amount of data transferred per thread
of control, and the total amount of data transferred at the computation level. The effects of
synchronization and blocking are not captured by the static analysis.
A second type of quantitative analysis is the dynamic analysis concerned with schedules which
associate times with events. At this stage a detailed knowledge of the hardware is necessary in order
to determine the time required to perform computations and the time to send and receive data.
Alternatively, performance monitors and execution \races for a selection of data may provide suffi-
cient knOWledge to carry out a dynamic analysis. This analysis reveals the effects of synchronization
and blocking.
Static analysis is often susceptible of an analytical approach but the dynamic models only seldom
lead to a tractable analysis. Often dynamic models can be constructed only through monitoring
the actual execution of C on a particular parallel system.
2 Qualitative Analysis Of Parallel Computation in the E/T Model
2.1 Basic assumptions
We propose a model for parallel computing based upon events and threads of control, the E/T
model. A parallel computation C with P threads of control and E events is described by its
characteristic function 9 defined by E = g(P). The model is based upon two assumptions:
(a) Conservation of work. Any work required by a. computation C(l) with one thread of ("nntrol
has to be perfonned by one of the threads of control of C(P), the parallel computa.tion with
P threads of control.
(b) W(P), the work required by a parallel computation is an increasing function of the number of
threads of contro~ P.
The first assumption needs little justification. It is an immediate consequence of the view that
a thread of control is an agent performing some work in behalf of C. To carry out a computation
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with P threads of control simply means to redistribute in some fashion the work which otherwise
would be carried out by only one thread. Call this constant amount of work reflecting the work
conservation principle Weons'
The second assumption is supported by the following arguments. An event is associated with
every communication and control act. Any thread of control needs to communicate with other
threads at least at the instance when it is initiated when some work is assigned to it, and at the
termination time, when it has to communicate its results. It follows that g(P) is an increasing
function of P. Moreover any event requires a small amount of additional work, say 8, to be carried
out by the thread of control when an event occurs. Let Wee(P) denote the additional amount of
work required by C(P) for communication and control. The previous arguments show that Wee(P)
given by
W,,(P) '" 0 X E = 0 X yep) (2.1)
which is an increasing function of P. Thus, while Wec(P) might not increase monotonically, it is
plausible to assume that the variations from the trend are small and that Wcc(P) is increasing.
But W(P), the work carried by C(P) consists of at least two components the first one, Wcon~,
independent of P and the second one, Wec(P), an increasing function of P
(2.2)
A parallel computation C with P threads of control is considered to be optimal iff E = O(P),
the number of events in C is linear in P.
Some of the algorithms we have encountered exhibit a convex characteristic function g(P). We
show that if the characteristic function yep) is convex then: the speedup has a maximum for some
finite P = PSma 2: and it is a concave function for P > P~mfJ.2:·
2.2 Threads of control and events
The basic idea of the model is to describe a parallel computation C in terms of threads oj control and
events. Important properties of C are its duration T and work intensity w(l). The work intensity is
the actual measure of work performed as a function of time, e.g., operations per second. The work
associated with C is
w = J.T w(t)dt. (2.3)
In view of the previous discussion the work intensity w i( t) Msociated with thread 1Ji has two
components
w;(t) = w;'n,(t) + w;,(t) (2.4)
where W~~ns is from the work assigned to the thread by virtue of the work conservation principle,
and the second one, w~c(t) represents the work intensity for communication and control. Note that
'W~ons(t) and w~c( t) cannot be non-zero simultaneously.
The duration T of C(P) is expected to depend upon the number P of threads of control of C(P).
The work performed by the ith thread, 4i, is
W; = J.T w;(t)dt = J.T w;,n.(t)dt +J.T w;,(t)dt.




The thread 1>; can be in one of two states at time t: active if w~"n~(t) > 0, and suspended if
W~"n.7(t) = O. When the thread ¢i is suspended then it can be either communicating if w~c(t) > 0,
or blocked if w~c(t) = 0, as shown in Figure 1 (which is explained later).
A parallel computation C(P) may have several threads of control eli active at any given time
t. Caill/adet) the number of thren.ds active, vcr;(t) the number of threads communicating and vet)
the number of threads non-blocked, either active or communicating at time t. Note that v(t) is
sometimes called the profile of the parallelism, [14]. Clearly
and
vet) = v",(t) + v,,(t)
1 <; vet) <; P [or 0 <; t <; T(P).
(2.6a)
(2.7)
We say that the system changes its state at time t if Vad(t - E) ¥- V"ct(t + E) for any positive L
To mark the change of state, we say that an event e(t) has occurred at time t. If thread ljJi has
changed state at time t, we denote the event by ei(t). Note that we make the following convention:
an event is associated only with the transition from active to suspended state. The duration of an
event is equal to the time spent by the thread in the suspended state.
For the sake of convenience we consider that all P threads of control are created at time t = 0
and exist until time l = T(P). In addition, we assume that there are two intervals of time when
only one thread of control is active, vet) = 1 for 0 ::; t ::; t! and for T(P) - t :s; t :s; T(P). The
times t! and t
e
are cilled start parallel and end parallel times, respectively. At t! the thread of
control active initially, ¢l, explicitly performs an action to assign a part of work to a thread ¢2,
which changes its state from suspended to active, ¢1 is called a parent of ¢2. This process has to
be repeated at least P times, such that each thread must become active at least once.
In case of a serial computation, only one thread of control is active at any time t. Without loss
of generality, we assume that a serial computation, C(l) has only one thread of control active at
any time t.
In a parallel computation C(P) changes of state occur due to the need for communication and
control. Such communication must take place at least once during the lifetime of ¢i, otherwise
¢i would not be able to coordinate its work with other threads. Communication between two
threads of control, ¢' and ¢i takes place as the sender, say ¢', performs an explicit action of
making available private information, and the receiver, say ¢Ii, performs an explicit action to access
this information. The terms sender and receiver are considered in the sense of information theory
and the EfT model is not concerned with the mechanisms used for communication. Sending and
receiving may be performed in different ways, such as by message passing or by accessing shared
data.
Every time a thread ¢i performs an explicit action for communication or control, our model
assumes the behavior illustrated in Figure 1. Note that the workload intensities associated with
the thread ¢i exhibit the following behavior
W~on!(t) > 0
w~ons( t) = 0
w~c(t) > 0
w;,(t) = 0
for t::; tsu!pend and t:2: trelldilill!e
for t!uspend < t < trelldilill!e
for t!uspend < t < tblock and treulme < t < trellc/ivllle (2.8)










FIGURE 1: The states of the thread of control¢i when an event et , occurs .
....pen
The additional work for communication and control, 0 in (2.1) reflects the work associated
with the periods when w~~(t) is non-zero. A blocking period may occur only for some events.
For example, in a message passing system, an asynchronous write operation does not experience
blocking, while a synchronous read may experience blocking if the data has not been received yet.
In a shared memory system, both reading and modifying a shared data element may experience
blocking.
It is difficult to predict the duration of a blocking period, therefore, knowing that an algorithm
for matrix multiplication requires say, O(n2j p2/3) communication steps, for two n X n matrices,
using p processors [IJ, does not translate easily into statements concerning communication time.
2.3 W,T characterization of a parallel computation
Statements about a computation C can be made when the amount of work, Wand the time
T required by C are known. To simplify the discussion, let us assume that the work intensity
associated with thread ¢i is constant when the thread is not blocked,
i( ) = {I if cjJ~ is active or communicating
w t 0 if cjJl is blocked.
In this case ifC is performed using a serial execution, i.e., as C(1), with only one thread as shown
in Figure 2a, then there is a clear relationship between W(l) = W~"ns and T(l), the execution time
with one thread only:
W(I) = T(I)· I. (2.10)
The relationship between Wand T is less obvious in case of multiple threads of control, as shown
in Figures 2b and 2c, where two alternative computations CA (2) and CB (2) are used to perform C.
We observe that
but
W(I) < WI AI(2) < WI BI(2), (2.11)
(2.12)
Even the simple question of which one of the two variations of C(2), CA(2) or C8(2), is better
cannot be answered unambiguously, as CB (2) requires less time, but more work than CA (2).
The relationship between W(P) and T(P) is explored next. Consider the case described by
equation (2.9). Then the work intensity can be expressed as











t=O --- t=TB (2)
Figure 2(c)
FIGURE: 2: (a) Sequential computation Cel) = < W(l), T(l) >. (b) Computation
reorganized to be < CA (2) > = < W A (2), TA(2) > with two threads of control. ee)
Computation reorganized in a different way to be CB (2) = < W B (2), T B (2) > with
two threads of control. Solid lines represent work periods and dotted lines blocked
periods.
with vet) the number of threads of control non-blocked at time t. The work W(P) associated with
CCP), can be expressed as
(T(P) fT(P)
W(P) = Jo w(t)dt = [Jo v(t)dt.
Define the expected number of threads non-blocked (active or communicating) at time t as
(2.14)
1 [T(P)
yep) = T(P) J
o
v(t)dt.
From (2.14) and (2.15) it follows that
(2.15)
W(P) 1
T(P) = -[- yep) . (2.16)
Similarly
Wcon~(t) = W~on~(t)· va,At) = I· V"ct(t)
with lIact(t) the number of threads of control active at time t.





wcan8(t)dt = I Jo Vcct(t)dt.





But Wcon.s = WeI) = ITCI) hence
T(l) _
T(P) = v.,,(P).




To study the asymptotic behavior of a parallel computation C when, P, the number of threads of




Consider first computations C with E = CJ(P) where each thread of control ¢i experiences only a
few communication events, in addition to the events to initialize and terminate ¢i. An example
of such a computation is a plotting computation when each thread operates in isolation upon its
private data to create its part of the plot and makes the results available at the end. In this case
w(P) = W~", + 0(1). (2.23)
For such parallel computations the expected amount of work per thread of control is a monotonically
decreasing function of the number of threads of control as shown in Figure 3.
Consider now parallel computations with E = CJ(P2), for example when each thread of control
communicates with every other thread of control during its lifetime. In this case the asymptotically
expected amount of work per thread of control is
w(P) = W(P) = WOO", + O(P).
P P
(2.24)
The amount of work per thread of control exhibits a minimum for a certain Popt and it is a
monotonically increasing function of P when P > pop!' Clearly, Popt increases as Wcon~ increases.
For a given 6 the range of P such that W(P) - W(Popt ) < 6 is usually fairly large, w(P) is relatively
flat around its minimum. This case is illustrated in Figure 4.
If g(P) = CJ(pn ) with n 2 3 then w(P) increases rapidly with P and massive parallelism is
unlikely to be advantageous unless Wcon~ is enormous.
In conclusion w(P) provides a useful signature of C. This signature indicates that massive
parallelism is truly advantageous only when E = O(P). In this case the w(P) is a monotonically
decreasing function of P so that if reasonable load balancing is achieved among the threads of control
then the processors are used efficiently. When E = O(P2 ) then there exists an optimum number
of threads of control which minimize the expected workload per thread , and w(P) is relatively flat
around that minimum. If the characteristic function E = g(P) is either a polynomial of degree
n 2 3 or similar type of behavior, then w(P) exhibits a minimum for a lower value of pop! and
w(Popt} is higher than in the previous case. The efficiency of computations in this class is rather












FIGURE 3: The expected work per thread of control ill(P) function of the number
of threads of control, P, for a parallel computation of a fixed problem size with











FIGURE 4: The expected work per thread of control w(P) function of the num-
ber of threads of control, P, for a parallel computation of fixed problem size with
E = O(P2) according to equation (2.24).
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2.5 The speedup
The speedup S(P) is defined as the ratio of the computation time with one thread of control to
the computation time with P threads, P > 1, that is
First observe, that according to (2.21),
T(I)




Similar results have been reported, see for example [3], but in the framework of the E/T model,
the speedup is equal to the expected number of threads active, performing work assigned by virtue of
the conservation law. The speedup is less than v, the expected number of threads running (active
or communicating). Since Va~t ~ II ~ P, it follows that
S(P) ~ P.
Consider now the asymptotic behavior of S(P). From (2.16) and (2.20) it follows that
W(I) _
S(P) = W(P) v(P).
(2.27)
(2.28)
We introduce the efficiency, b(P) as the ratio between the expected amount of work per thread
of control using P threads, w(P) W(P)/P, and the work W(l) = W~on8 using one thread
(sequential execution), that is
b(P) = W(P)
PW(I)
Note that W(P) ~ W(l). Hence
b(P) ~ 1/P.
The expected fraction u(P) of non-blocked threads in C(P) is given by
a(P) = Vj:) 0 ~ a(P) ~ 1.
Then we have
a(P)





The study of the asymptotic behavior of S(P) when P becomes very large is reduced to the problem
of the asymptotic behavior of u(P) and b(P). From the definitions of a(P), b(P) and W(P), the
following conclusion can be drawn:
(a) For parallel computations with g(P) = O(P), we have b(P) = 1/P + constant for large P and
hence S(P) < constant for a large number of threads of control.
(b) For parallel computation with g(P) = O(P") with n ~ 2, b(P) is an increasing function of P
and hence S(P) tends to zero asymptotically.
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Let us now consider the case of scaled execution [5J where the computation size increases linearly
with the number of processors (threads of control) used, namely
W(I) = O(P)
T(I) = O(P). (2.33)
Scaled speedup SS(P) is defined for scaled execution by equation (2.25). The quantities a(P) and
b(P) are analogously defined and relations (2.27) through (2.32) hold. The asymptotic behaviors
of b(P) and SS(P) in this case are as follows:
(sa) For parallel computation with g(P)
increasing function of P.
O(P), SS(P) is an
(sb) For parallel computation with g(P) = O(P'), SS(P) < con-
stant for large P.
(sc) For parallel computation with g(P) = O(pn) and with n 2'. 3,
SS(P) tends to zero for large P.
It seems reasonable to question whether scaled execution and parallel computations with g(P) =
O(P) are compatible with one another. A computation is called embarrassingly parallel if
W(P) = W(I) + constant, v(t) = P [or to'; t'; T(P) - to
and
E = constant x P .
Thls terminology is especially appropriate if the constants involved are small. For these computa-
tions we have a(P) = 1- 2tofT(P) which is asymptotically land b(P) = (W(l) + constantf(P·
W(l)) which is asymptotically lfP. Thus for embarrassingly parallel computations, we have
SS(P) = P + 0(1). (2.34)
Such computations arise when the work can be partitioned into P parts at the beginning and then
done completely independently by the processors. Thus we can achieve optimal speedup for such
computations.
Divide and conquer algorithms may provide scaled speedup nearly as great. Let P = 2k and
assume conservatively that
1. The work after each division of the problem is the same as W(l).
2. The events take place only at dividing the computation up and recombining the results.
Then we see that W(P) ~ yV(I)logP, E = O(P) and we compute that, asymptotically,
b(P) logPfP
T(P) ,; T(I) x 210gP (2.35)
v(P) ,; constant xP
SS(P) O(PflogP).
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In (3] the average parallelism was proposed as a high level characterization of software structure.
The average parallelism is defined as the speedup, given an unbounded number of processors.
The previous discussion shows that there are parallel algorithms, such that S(P) or SS(P) tend
asymptotically to zero, hence the average parallelism does not provide a useful characterization of
such applications.
2.6 Analysis when E = g(P) is a convex function
The qualitative analysis continues with the case when g(P) is a convex function. Several algorithms
we have examined suggest that g(P) is often a convex function of P as well as increasing.
Theorem 2.1 If E = g(P) is increasing and convex function for P ;?: 1 then W(P) is also convex.
Let P/Jmax be the unique solution of
P = [a + g(P)l/g'(P).
where a = W(1)j9. Then S(P) is increasing for P < P/Jma:: and decreasing for P > P/Jma::'
(2.36)
Proof. We have W(P) = Weon!J + 9 x g(P) so W(P) is convex if g(P) is. The speedup S(P)
may be expressed by
P W(I)+Oxg(P)
S(P) = T(I)fT(P) = 1 + [OfW(I)]g(P) - W(l) +0 x g(P) =
W(l)f I
(W(l) +0 x g(P))f(PI) .
Combine 9jW(1) into the constant Ija and differentiate this expression to obtain
S'(P) = a +g(P) - Pg'(P)
(a +g(P)'
Set g(P) = Ph(P) with hl(P) 2': 0 by the convexity assumption. Then we have




Since hl(P) is positive, (2.39) is zero exactly once. A manipulation of (2.38) allows one to obtain
(2.36) as asserted by the theorem.
We may use this result to provide estimates of maximum speedups and the corresponding
number of threads of control (processors) for a few cases as given in Table 1. Note that the
speedups given are maximums, other factors (e.g., lack of load balancing) can make them smaller.
2.7 Additional workload due to algorithmic effects
To characterize the work required by a computation C with P threads of control, we have identified
two components so far, the intrinsic work, W~on!J assigned to the threads by virtue of the con-
servation law and We~(P) the work for communication and control. However, the transformation
from a computation C(l) with one thread of control only to a computation C(P) with P threads of
control, often introduces additional work called in the following algorithmic workload and denoted
by W"lg(P), i.e., we have
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TABLE 1, Values of maximum speedups and corresponding P smax for
Q = W(l)/B = 10·, 10', 10' and g(P) = p' for n = 1.5,2,2.5, and 3.
g(P) = p1.5 a = 106 a -10<1 a -102
Speedup 5291 245 11
P smax 16000 736 34
g(P) = P' a = 106 a -104 a - 102
Speedup 500 50 5
Psma.z 1000 100 10
g(P) = P'" a = 106 a = 104 a = 102
Speedup 128 20 3.2
P smaz 213 34 5
g(P) = p3 a = 106 a = 104 a = 102
Speedup 53 11.4 2.4
P smaz 79 17 4
(2.40)
We study alternative parallel ways to do the same work and exclude from considering complete
changes of algorithms. However, we do allow the work to be transformed in various ways using
simple equivalences of operations. Specifically,
C(1) = 4 * 5 * 9 * 412
is equivalent to CA(2) defined by
Thread 1
4' 5 = 20
20 • 3707 = 74160
but is not equivalent to C B(2) defined by
Thread 1
log 4 + log 5 = 1.301
Blocked
104 .871 = 74160
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Thread 2
9 • 412 = 3707
Thread 2
log 9 + log 412 = 3.569
1.301 + 3.569 = 4.871
Similarly
C(l) = sort (Iistl), sort (list2), sort (list3), concatenate (listl,list2,list3)







concatenate (listl,list2) = list4
The question of when two computations are equivalent is a subtle one, which we do not attempt
to make precise here because most parallelizations of algorithms introduce new work, called Walg(P)
above. However, this concept is useful in heuristic discussioIls of the work of different algorithms
for the same task. The range of possible effects of parallelization of an algorithm are very large,
but there seem to be two common oncs. Later we examine realistic algorithms in some detail, but
here we consider a simple algorithm.
(a) Algorithmic overhead associated with individual events. An algorithm may have internal infor-
mation that needs to be updated when new external information is received. For example, an
iteration on one domain receives values from an adjacent part of another domain. These val-
ues affect the error estimates along the domain boundary, which in turn, affect the estimate of
convergence ratio and relaxation factors. All these estimates and factors must be recomputed
when new information is received. A very high rate of events could distort the computation
until most of the work done is recomputing these estimates and factors, instead of carrying
out the iteration. This example of algorithmic overhead behaves like communication and
control work (indeed, the update computations are to control the numerical behavior of the
iterations).
It is plausible to merge this work into Wee even though it appears to be algorithmic work.
There seems to be no advantage in carrying along two independent sources of work propOf*
tional to the number of events.
(b) Algorithmic overhead associated with (long) event free periods. The computation in one thread
might profitably use information from other threads to reduce its algorithmic work. For
example, a search party of 10 men covering an area will be forced to have all 10 men search
the entire area unless there is communication between them about which areas have already
been searched. Many analogs of this simple situation exist in computational search algorithms.
Another example occurs when long periods between events force one thread to save data for
future communications, buffers or queues can become full, requiring extra work to save data in
special ways, or the thread can even become idle (introducing an unnecessary event) waiting
to empty space for saving data. A more subtle example is a set of parallel iterations where long
periods of no communication means that the iterations are running but not accomplishing
anything useful.
The average event interval is T(P)· PI E and this type of algorithmic overhead is modeled by
(2.42)
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Thus, W"Ig(P} is proportional with the expected time between successive events. The larger
this interval, the more likely it is that a thread will perform unnecessary work, or it will
duplicate work done by another thread.
This informal presentation shows that the avoidance of additional work for the algorithm occurs
only in embarrassingly parallel computations.
Note that long event-free periods are usually associated with other types of undesirable effects
besides work duplication, effects related to practical implementation of partial computations on
real machines with finite memory. Whenever the lifetime of partial results defined as the interval
between the instance partial results are produced by thread ¢i and the instance they are consumed
by thread ¢i, is large, then the memory requirements for C become substantial as observed in [10].
The algorithmic workload and the lifetime of partial results discussed in this section are difficult
to be captured and they will be largely ignored in this study. But it is conceivable to assume that
a second conservation law of the type
W,,(P) + Wolg(P) = I(P) (2.43)
is valid and captures the effect that for a gi ven P the sum of the work for communication and
control and algorithmic work is constant and any gain obtained by reducing the number of events
is compensated by increasing the level of work duplication.
2.8 Extensions of the model to non-SPMD computations
The SPMD parallel computations are homogeneous, all threads of control ,pi, 1 ~ i ~ P, ex-
hibit similar behavior. In the framework of the EfT model, this translates into the fact that the
characteristic functions of all threads of control yi(P} are identical
. 1
g'(P) = Pg(P) 1 ~ i ~ P. (2.44)
In case of non-SPMD computations, the dissimularities among different threads of control is re-
flected by a partial ordering of threads, based upon the number of events associated with each
thread. Call ¢l the thread which has the largest number of events. In such a case, the EfT model
requires one to identify the thread ¢l and to study its characteristic function gl(p}. Of course,
things can become even more complex when the thread with the largest number of events is data
dependent or its behavior changes widely with the data.
3 Quantitative Analysis of SPMD Parallel Computations
In this section we focus upon quantitative analysis of a parallel computation C and attempt to
estimate measures of performance such as speedup, execution time, processor utilization, etc. Such
an analysis is possible only if C exhibits only limited data dependencies. Dynamic computations
in which the actual sequence of events in every thread of control are data dependent lead to an
intractable analysis. Fortunately, most SPMD computations satisfy this condition, while the timing
of different events in a thread of control may change depending upon the data, the actual sequence
of computations and events occurring in a thread of control is invariant to input data.
First, we consider a static analysis which is an analysis of the mapping from a directed acyclic
graph, V to C. The computation and communications workloads can be analyzed at different levels
as discussed in the overview. The effects of synchronization and blocking are not captured by
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the static analysis. The dynamic analysis is concerned with schedules which associate times with
events. At this stage a detailed knowledge of the hardware is necessary. '
The transition from the static to the dynamic stage of the quantitative analysis is difficult.
A "superposition" property which would allow the extension of results obtained in stage one to
stage two would be desirable but it seems that the occurrence of such a property is an exceptional
event. Some of the problems encountered in this area are due to the difficulties to estimate the
communication time between two processors, 1fj and 'lfj. This time depends upon factors as
(a) The architecture of the system 11. and the number of processors in the system n. For example
if we call r the communication delay for a message of unit length then r( n) is of the order of
.;n for a grid, log2 n for a hypercube and n for a ring interconnection network.
(b) The communication software, the communication protocols, the routing strategy, etc.
Effects unrelated to the parallel computation C but determined by the need to share resources in
a multiuser system can only be considered during the dynamic analysis. Such effects are: fragmen-
tation in communication, the need to split a large message into a number of packets, or processor
sharing, in case of multiuser systems. These effects are extremely difficult to be captured by any
model.
While static analysis is often susceptible to an analytical approach the dynamic models only
rarely lead to a tractable analysis. Often dynamic models can be validated only through the
process of monitoring C. Static analysis may be useful to make decisions concerning scheduling in
a multiuser environment. For example if the thread <pi expects a large message from the thread
¢i then the operating system of the node where <pi runs may suspend it, run another process and
return to it after the message has been received. Performance measures as the average degree of
parallelism, (3] are clearly related to stage one in our approach and can be used successfully "to
make scheduling decisions as pointed out in [14].
3.1 Static analysis - Mapping in the EfT model
Mapping in the context of the EIT model is the process of deciding which computations and which
problem data are Msigned to every thread of control of C. The two aspects of mapping, computation
mapping and data mapping are closely related.
Let us for the moment consider the general case when a parallel algorithm A is given as a directed
acyclic graph, DAG, V = (V, A) whose nodes dj E V are computational tasks with given workload
requirements and whose arcs, aj E A, represent both temporal and functional dependencies. In
addition, the arcs have associated with them communication load requirements. The mapping of
the DAG V to a parallel computations C is a process of deciding how many threads of control should
C have and how different nodes of V will be Msigned to the threads of control. The computation
mapping consists of the following steps
(a) Choose the number P of threads of control ¢i, 1 ~ i ~ P.
(b) Group together a number of nodes of V and Msign them to qi.
The data mapping is the process of assigning problem data to different threads of control. Data
mapping follows computation mapping and allows us to
(c) Define the sequence of actions performed by every thread qi, 1 ~ i ~ P.
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(d) Determine the sequence of events associated with every thread <pi, 1 $ i $ P.
Note that the SPMD execution corresponds to the case when the computation mapping assigns
all nodes of'D to every thread of control <pi. The data mapping makes the execution of the P
threads of control different.
Formally, the computation mapping is described as follows. Denote by N the number of nodes
of V = (D, A), N = IDI. Then the work associated with the DAG, V is characterized by a N X 1
vector Wv
Wv = [wi] (3.1)
with Wj the work associated with node dj E V. The mapping from V to C is characterized by the
(P X N) computation mapping matrix Mv
with
Mv = [m;i]
mij = 1 if dj is mapped into ¢i, 1 $ i ::; P and 1 $ j $ N
mij = 0 otherwise.
(3.2)
(3.3)
The integer mj = 2:f==1 mij is called the grouping factor of ¢i and represents the number of
nodes of 'D assigned to ¢', wi th 1 5. i ::; P.
The data mapping associated with a domain B decomposed into K subdomains, bj, is charac-
terized by the (P X K) data mapping matrix QB
Q. = [q;i]
with
qij = 1 if bj is mapped into ¢i, 1:S i::; P and 1 $ j :S N
qij = 0 otherwise.
The work performed by C(P) is characterized by a P x 1 vector We,
We = [w;]








wi = l:::mijWj .
j=l
We consider a nondeterministic model and assume that the work process of V is stationary
and the random variables Wj, 1 $ j ::; N have mean J-LD and variance UD· The assumption of a
stationarity process is common in the analysis of stochastic processes and it is necessary in order
to promote tractability of our modeL In general, the Wi are dependent random variables and their




(Ob)ij = COV(Wi,Wj). (3.9')
If we assume that the work process associated with the DAG V is stationary, it follows immedi-
ately that the work process associated with the mapping C is also stationary. The random variables
wi with 1 ::; i ::; P have a distribution with mean Jl; and variance 0; such that
Jl' = miJlD
mi mi
(u')'=mWb+ I: I: COy (wi,w k ).
j=1 k=l









An important aspect of mapping is related to load balance. Intuitively, it seems desirable to
assign to every thread of control an equal amount of work with the hope that such a load balanced
mapping will eventually lead to the shortest possible execution time and to the best possible
utilization of resources. An SPMD computation seems an ideal case from the load balance point
of view since in this case all threads of control have assigned to them identical workload. But data
mapping makes the execution different, the actual instruction execution sequence in each thread of
control is different due to data dependencies and a perfect load balance is unlikely to be achieved.
For this reason we consider a nondeterministic analysis and regard the workload associated with
any thread of control as a random variable.
In addition to such algorithmic load imbalance effects there are non-algorithmic causes such
as hardware failures and retrys, message retransmission, etc. To characterize the load imbalance
associated with any given mapping we introduce a load imbalance factor,..6. defined in the following.
Denote by Y the workload associated with the most heavily loaded thread of control.
_ 1 2 i PY _ max(w ,w , ... ,w , ... ,w ). (3.14)
Call Y the expected value of the random variable Y and call ill the mean value of 11-i defined as








Y = w(1 +"') (3.16)
In this expression ill is the expected workload per thread of control and Y is the expected workload
of the most heavily loaded thread of control.
To conclude this section we summarize the parameters which may be used to characterize







The number of events in the thread of control qi, 1 :::; i :::; P.
The amount of work performed by the thread 4Ji between two
consec utive events e~ and e~+I' for 1 ::; i ::; P, 1 :S j ::; Iii.
The expected amount of work associated with an event in
thread 4Ji, computed as the mean value of a~, 1 :::; i:::; P,
l:::;j:SK i .
The total workload associated with the thread 4Ji, 1:::; i :::; P.
J.L' The expected workload associated with the thread 4Ji, 1 <
is P.
The expected workload per thread of control.
The amount of data transferred when the event e~ in thread
qi occurs, 1:S i:S P, 1 S j:::; Iii.
The expected amount of data transferred per event in thread
4Ji, computed as the mean value of p1, 1 :::; j S Iii.
pi The total communication load associated with thread 4Ji, 1 :S
i :S P.
fJ The expected value of j3i_
.6. The load imbalance factor.
Finally, we stress again that without the detailed information required to compute a schedule,
the performance of a parallel computation can only be estimated. Such estimates may be used
to compare different mappings Mi of a given algorithm A but no definite statements about the
actual execution time, the speedup and/or the efficiency can be made at the stage. Two examples
applying these ideas follow.
3.2 Examples
3.2.1 A parallel algorithm for matrix multiplication
Consider a parallel algorithm for matrix multiplication with P threads of control. This algorithm
is described and analyzed in [1]. Let A and B be two (n x n) matrices. The algorithm requires
the partitioning of A and B into q2 disjoint submatrices Aij and Bjk' Each submatrix is of size
(m x m). The values of q and m are given by
q = pl/3
n n
m = q= pl/3 .
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(3.17)
'Without loss of generality assume that P = 2" and we have n = mq with a and m positive
integers. The algorithm proceeds as follows. For every triplet (i, j, k) compute
I(i,j,k) = (i - I)q' + (k - I)q + j.
Clearly 1::; £(i,j,k)::; P when (i,j,k) E [l,q). There are two steps:
A. Let the thread ¢}(i,j,k) perform the following actions
(AI) Read the submatrix Akj with m 2 elements.
(A2) Read the submatrix Bjk with m 2 elements.
(A3) Compute the submatrix Cijk = Aim X B jk. This re*
quires V(m3 ) operations.
(3.18)
B. Organize the threads rfl with 1 ::; £ ::; P as q2 complete binary trees such that ¢l(i,l,k) will
compute
,
Cik = I:C;jk 1::; i::; q, 1 S k S; q.
j=l
(3.19)
This addition is done in a pipelined manner. Each group of q threads ¢l(i,j,k) with i and k
fixed and with 1 $ j $ q computes the corresponding Cik.
An example with P = 26 and n = 12 is shown in Figure 5. Figure G shows the q threads of
control used to compute Cn for this example.
For this algorithm the total number of events is
P , '
E = 3P + -(2' - I) = 3P + P'(2P ' - 1).
q
Note the number of events per thread of control ranges from
(3.20)






The expected active period between two consecutive events is the same for all threads and it is
equal to the workload required to multiply (add) two submatrices of size m x m
,,' = Oem').







l = l(i,l,k) to
1= l(i,q,k). (3.23)
v~/ C12 C" C14r7h
C21 C" Cn C"
CJ1 C" C" C"
C" C" C" C"
FIGURE 5: A parallel algorithm for matrix multiplication, with P threads of control,








ReadStart Multiply Read Add Read
Ci,l,k = C' =
BI,k Ail X Btl. C;,2,k Co,l,k + C;,2,k C"
¢'P,k) .-----e---r--;f---+----- -----+----~
C;,2,k =
Ai,2 B 2,/< Ai,2 X B2,k
¢l(i,2,k) ---+---r----
Ci,3,k =
Ai 3 B3 /< Ai,3 X B 3,k
¢l(i,3,k) 1--+'---r-~; I
C" = Ci,3,k+
C i ,3,k Ci ,4,k
.------f------------------
FIGURE 6: The pipelined algorithm for matrix multiplication. The time series of
events are shown for q = 4 threads of control which compute Cll·
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3.2.2 A parallel algorithm for banded matrix LV decomposition
The next example is from a concurren t algorithm for banded matrix LU decomposition. A detailed
discussion of this algorithm can be found in Chapter 20 of [4] where its implementation on a
hypercube is analyzed. The solution of many PDE's can he formulated as the solution of the linear
systems of equations
AX=B (3.24)
where A is a banded M x M matrix with bandwidth b and where X and Bare M x n matrices of
n solutions and free terms, respectively. Only the case when
1 « b« M (3.25)
is considered here. To solve (3.24) a window of size m x m (m = 2b +1) is defined and an iterative
algorithm 1s used as follows. At iteration k the window covers the suhmatrix consisting of rows k
to k +m _ 1 and column k to k + m - 1. The process of solving (3.24) consists of three steps.










2. A forward reduction of B is performed by
3. A back-substitution from last to first now generates the solution by
Bk,j
Xk,j = --, 0 ~ j :$ b - 1,
Uk,"




In this presentation, only the LU decomposition (Step 1) is analyzed. The LV decomposition
takes a square matrix A and performs an in-place transformation. The L matrix overlaps the lower
triangular part and the U matrix overlaps the upper triangular part of A, including the diagonal.
The m x m window slides along the diagonal such that at step k the k-th row forms the upper side
of the window and the k-th column is the left hand side of the window. To simplify the presentation
of the algorithm, assume that the current iteration k satisfies the condition
kmodm=O
and that the matrix element Ak+i,k+i is assigned to the thread ~ilq+il with
(3.29)
it = i mod q, it = j mod q, (3.30)
where q = n. This assignment of the matrix elements corresponds to a scatter decomposition as
described in [4]. Our analysis corresponds to the case when the size of the window m is a multiple
of q and when no pivoting is necessary. In this case n = m 2/q2 = m 2 / P elements of A are handled
by every thread of control ~i.
The k-th iteration proceeds as follows:
Step 1. The main diagonal element is updated by ¢P as
(3.31)
(3.32)
Step 2. The k-th row of A is updated by
Uk,k+i = Ak,k+i, 1 ~ i ~ m - 1.
This requires no computation and no communication.
Step 3. The k-th row is transmitted. Each 4Ji with 0 ~ i ~ q - 1 multicasts ..;n elements to
(q _ 1) related threads 1i+iq with 1 ~ j ~ q - 1. This stage requires q(q - 1) events and no
computation.
Step 4. The k-th column of A is updated. The threads 4Jiq with 1 ~ i ~ q - 1 compute
(3.33)
Here (m - 2) computations are performed. The total amount of work per iteration is a =
1 + (m _ 1) +2(m _1)1: = 2m1: - 3m +3. The total number of events per iteration is
"= 2q(q - 1) +q' = 3q' - 2q = 3P - 2#.
The expected amount of work per event is
2m2 -3m+3
ii, = 3P _ #
(3.34)
(3.35)
The expected amount of data transferred per event is ~ = .jij. Since M iterations are needed
and P events are involved in the start· up process, we have
E =M (3P - #) + P =P(3M + 1) - #M.
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(3.36)
3.3 The dynamic analysis - Schedules in the EfT model
During the previous stage of analysis only static estimates of the performance of parallel compu-
tation C can be obtained since so far the model does not include the concept of time. To extend
the model we have to consider a parallel hardware 1i with n processors, 1fi, 1 SiS n such that
n 2. P. A schedule in the sense of the EIT model is a mapping of every thread of control tiP) to a
processor 1ri.
IT detailed information concerning the architecture 1i is available then a schedule can be con-
structed and accurate performance data can be obtained. Following [11] a schedule means to decide
for every node of the DAG associated with the computation, C the processor and the time when
the node could execute. In the context of the EIT model, creating a schedule means to determine
when every event will occur and how long it will take. The information about the processing speed
will allow us to map the amount of work between two consecutive events in a thread of control into
the corresponding execution time. The information about communication speed will allow us to
map the volume of data to be transferred into a communication time. In this case the time when
every event e} occurs is well determined.
Note that at the time a schedule in the EIT sense is constructed, in addition to the algorithmic
events, the events required by the mapping process, new events may need to be considered. Among
the classes of new events we recognize
(a) Events related to the monitoring of C. The next section will discuss in detail this class of
events.
(b) Events related to different functions of the operating system. Is is conceivable that in the
future more sophisticated operating systems for parallel machines will allow multiprocessing.
In this case events related to processor scheduling, memory allocation, etc., will affect the
performance of any computation C.
Consider a thread of control ¢i assigned to processor 1f1 and define the following quantities
related to ¢i, 1 SiS P, and to C
cr'·, The interval of time ¢i is active, following the jth event e~ in
thread 4Ji.
6:' The expected active time of 4Ji between two consecutive
events.
a The expected active time of C between two consecutive
events.
I3j The duration of the jth event e~ in thread 4Ji.
~i The expected duration of an event in 4Ji.




~i~1' of suspended time to active time in
•
7 The expected ratio, ~, of suspended time to active time in C.
If Ii is the expected number of events per thread of control then the average fraction 1/(P) of
the lifetime of a thread of C devoted to computation is given by
(P) _ (R -l)&~ - (~-1)a+RfJ '"
1 (3.37)
As expected 1/(P) --+ 1 when 7(P) --+ 0, i.e., when p « 0, or suspended time is much less than
active time. In the case of a one-to-one mapping from threads of control to processors 1/ represents
the average processor utilization for C.
The speedup is given by (2.25). We have T(l) ~ P(K- - 1)0 with equality when Walg(P) = o.
Clearly we have
and hence we have the bound
T(P) = (R - 1)& + R{3 '" R(& + {3).
S(P) = T(1)fT(P) 5 P~(P).
(3.38)
(3.39)
The last inequality shows that a low processor utilization leads to low speedup, as expected.
3.4 Monitoring parallel computations
A model of a physical system (process or phenomena) is an abstraction which distinguishes between
essential and non-essential aspects of the system being modeled and attempts to predict the behavior
of the system using a small subset of essential parameters. To validate a model means to compare
predictions of the system performance obtained through the analysis of the model for a particular
set of input parameters, with actual data gathered from observations of the real system.
In this section some of the issues pertinent to the validation of the EfT model are discussed and
it is argued that the parameters necessary for the validation of the model of a parallel computation
C can be obtained easily through monitoring. A detailed discussion of monitoring as well as a
formal model for the monitoring process and an architectural model for software and hardware
tools for monitoring parallel and distributed software is presented in [8]. Here we discuss only the
relationship between monitoring and val.idation of the EfT model.
The EfT model characterizes a parallel computation C at two levels, at the thread of control
level when information about one thread of control is necessary for the model and at the global
level, when the entire collection of P threads of control are taken into account. At the first level,
the total number Iii of events in thread ,pi, as well as the mean time 0' between two consecutive
events, and the mean duration Ii of an event, are the parameters of the model. How Iii, oi and ~i
can be obtained directly by monitoring the execution of ¢i is shown later.
At the global level data concerning all threads of control must be gathered. While the global
level characterization of C is not qualitatively different at the thread. of control level, the validation
of the model through monitoring does require a much larger volume of data to be collected and
analyzed. Hence this type of characterization becomes more difficult to validate for massively
parallel computations when a large number of threads of control must be monitored and analyzed.
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Note also that in case of SPMD paraUel computations, all threads of control exhibit quasi-identical
behavior and monitoring a sampling of threads (or even one) can provide enough information to
estimate accurately the global level characterization of C. For other types of parallel computations
(non-SPMD) it is rather difficult to extrapolate the knowledge acquired through monitoring one
thread of control to the global characterization of C.
Monitoring a parallel computation C is the process of recording the events of interest which
occur during the lifetime of processes running different threads of control of C. A monitoring event
is defined [8] as a change of state of a process. An event is "of interest" depending upon the goals
of the monitoring process. Monitoring the execution of a parallel computation C is necessary for
debugging a particular implementation of C and for performance evaluation. During monitoring
each event of interest generates a trace record which contains aU relevant information concerning
the thread, e.g. the type of event, the time of the event, the state of the process, etc.
The definition of a monitoring event is more general than the one discussed so far in the context
of the EIT model. For example "I = 5" can be defined as an event of interest for monitoring, it is
indeed a change of state of the corresponding process since a new value is assigned to the variable
I, but it is not an event in the sense of the EIT model since the corresponding thread of control
does not change its state as a result of this assignment. However, as soon as a change of state of a
process is designated as an event of interest and it is decided to monitor it, then this monitoring
event becomes also an event in the sense of the EIT model since monitoring means an interruption
of the original flow of control done to record the pertinent trace data. On the other hand, any event
in the context of the EIT model corresponds to a change of state of the process which embeds the
corresponding thread of control, hence it can be monitored.
A first important conclusion of this discussion is that there is a one to one mapping between
monitoring events and the events defined in the context of the EIT model. In other words the
EIT model is "observable" through monitoring, all the parameters required by the EIT model can
be obtained as part of the trace data gathered through monitoring. A second conclusion is that
monitoring a parallel computation may affect the timing of events as well as the total number of
events in the original computation. This is an undesirable effect associated with every process of
measurement.
3.5 Monitoring the performance of iterative methods on a distributed memory
system
An experiment to study the performance of iterative methods on a distributed memory system
is described in detail in [9]. The experiment uses the parallel ELLPACK, PELLPACK system
developed at Purdue [6], running on a 128 processor NCUEE. The TRIPLEX tool set [7] is used
to monitor the execution and to collect trace data.
The purpose of the experiment was to collect detailed information concerning the execution of
a particular SPMD application, to study how this data relates to the high level characterization
of parallelism in the framework of the EIT model, and to investigate how similar or dissimilar the
behavior of the threads of control of an SPMD computation are.
The experiment monitors the execution of the code implementing a Jacobi iterative algorithm
for solving a linear system of equations, an important component of a parallel PDE solver. To
ensure a load balanced execution, the domain decomposer, part of the PELLPACK environment,
attempts to assign to every PE an equal amount of computation. A careful selection of the interface
points of the neighboring domains is also necessary in order to achieve a balanced communication.
The experiment was conducted by taking a problem of a fixed size and repeating the execution
with a number of P£s ranging from 2 to 128.
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The detailed behavior of all threads of control was captured by recording all the events, marking
changes of state for every thread. For every event the TRIPLEX tool creates a trace record,
which contains the pertinent information about the event, type, time stamp, P E, amount of data
transferred, etc. All the measurements reported are based upon a clock with resolution of 0.1 msec.
To minimize the volume of trace data, only events related to communication and control were
recorded. Even so, the trace data collected during a single experiment with 128 PEs amounted to
about 25 Mbytes.
The raw data were processed in several stages. First, the events outside the scope of Jacobi
iterations were filtered out. Then a preprocessing to gather the data required by the E/T model
was performed. The active time between events, the duration of an event (read/write) and the
length of a blocking period, were obtained by correlating local events, events occurring in the same
thread (on the same P E). The time for communication and control Wils computed as the difference
between the duration of an event and the length of its blocking period. To compute the algorithmic
blocking (defined as the interval from the instance a read is issued until the corresponding write
takes place) it was necessary to correlate non-local events, events involving more than one thread.
Finally, a statistical processing was performed in order to obtain data as described in Section 3.3.
Preliminary results indicate that in spite of all the precautions to achieve a well balanced
communication, the behavior of threads of control can be considerably different. The number of
events, the active time, the total read time per thread, may be within a factor of two from one
thread to another as shown in Figure 7 for the expected active time. Figure 8 represents the
characteristic function yep) of the parallel computation, which indicate a O(P2 ) behavior. This
happens, since at the end of every iteration a global communication implemented as broadcast-
collapse takes place in order to communicate values between threads of control. There is also a
global exchange of information every few iterations to obtain information for convergence control.
While this could be done by fan-in, fan· out communication in principle, the NCUBE system forces
the use of broadcasting which is another source of O(P2) events. One familiar with Jacobi iteration
would not expect yep) = O(P2 ). This behavior arises primarily because the NCUBE system does
not provide adequate communication utilities, one must use a broadcast when one actually wants
to do a multicast to just a handful of "nearby" processors. Using the system provided "supposed"
multicast facility actually increases the communication time, because it is implemented using a
broadcast. The allocation of threads of control to actual processors can also affect yep), while the
optimal allocation for this problem is N P-hard in general, there are heuristic algorithms which
keep the distances between actual processors to a reasonable level. The expected active time per
event decreases linearly (Figure 9), while the write time is essentially constant (Figure 10).
The read time per event experiences a sharp increase (Figure 11) and most of it is due to the
algorithmic blocking (Figure 12). The active time fraction of the total non- blocked time decreases,
due to the O(P2 ) of the number of events per thread (Figure 13).
These results, though preliminary, seem to indicate that the point of view taken by the E/T
model, namely, that the work for communication and control is essential in understanding the
behavior of parallel computation is well motivated. The measured speedup ofa parallel computation
C may be disappointingly low, even when a high PE utilization is observed, simply due to the
overhead associated with communication and control. This overhead is difficult to measure, but it
can be estimated when g(P) is known.
Further experiments are necessary to establish a sound relation between the algorithmic blocking
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FIGURE 7: The minimum (dashed) the average (solid) and the maximum (plus)
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FIGURE 8: The expected number of events per thread of control (solid line) and a
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FIGURE 9: The expected time of an active period, between two consecutive events
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FIGURE 10: The expected time for a single write operation (solid line) and a 95
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FIGURE 11: The expected time for a single read operation (solid line) and a 95
percent confidence interval for it.
4 Conclusions
It 1s extremely difficult to provide concise characterization of parallel computations, invariant to
problem size and especially to the architecture of parallel systems. The EfT model of parallel
execution is best suited to the important class of SPMD applications and provides little or no
insight for dynamic computations where data dependencies affect the sequence and possibly the
number of events in a thread of control.
The characteristic function E = g(P) defined by the EfT model, is less sensitive to the architec-
ture of the parallel system and the problem size than other types of high level characterizations of
parallel computations. It allows a uniform treatment for both message passing and shared memory
paradigms. The average workload per thread of control, w(P) provides a signature of a parallel
computation and allows interesting conclusions concerning the asymptotic behavior of different
classes of parallel computations.
The EIT model allows quantitative characterizations of the model as welL The static charac-
terization is based upon the computation and data mapping and it is insensitive to timing charac-
teristics (instruction execution rate, communication speed) of the parallel machine, but it does not
capture the effects of blocking and synchronization.
A final strength of the EIT model is its closeness to the experiment. Monitoring tools typically
provide precisely the data required by the model. The measurements reported in the previous
section capture the detailed behavior of all threads of control of a parallel computation in a PDE
solver. A preliminary analysis of the measurements shows the effects of the additional work for
communication and control and of blocking. For a problem of a given size, the fraction of the time
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FIGURE 12: The expected algorithmic blocking time during a read operation (solid
line) and a 95 percent confidence interval for it. The algorithmic blocking is defined
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FIGURE 13: The expected active time fraction of the non-blocked time per thread.
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control, decreases when the number of PEs increases under these conditions. The actual shape
of both functions seems closely related to g(P). Further investigations of other parallel compu-
tations and comparisons of results obtained from running the same computation on distributed
memory and shared memory systems, are necessary to gain insight into the relationship between
the characteristic function g(P) and other measures of performance.
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